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FROM OUR CHAIR
2017 has been a busy year for Team Verrico.
Through the generosity of our supporters, not to mention the ingenuity and tenacity of our
fundraisers and volunteers, we have raised £127,804. This has enabled us to support over
40 families with second opinions, counselling, childcare and much more. The practical
support we have provided has made a positive difference to the lives of people facing really
difficult times. We have also been able to award grants supporting cutting edge research at
the University of Brighton and the University of Sheffield. Helping families facing cancer, and
supporting research to develop new and better treatments for cancer is what we do.
As we move in to 2018 I want Team Verrico to reach out further and help even more families
facing cancer across England and Wales. One key area of focus is how we use social and
traditional media to spread the message about who we are and what we do. We have
recently re-vamped our website and our communications team are doing a great job on social
media. However, all of our supporters, fundraisers and volunteers can play a part. If you
know a family who are facing cancer let them know who we are and ask them to get in touch.

“If we can help, we will”

It’s important to us that no-one at Team Verrico is paid. This means we rely entirely on the
goodwill of our volunteers. So finally, and most importantly, a massive thank you to everyone
who makes Team Verrico work.

Nicholas Cranfield
Chair, Team Verrico
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SENIOR TEAM
There have been some changes to our senior team over the last year, as we
grow as a charity and receive support from people with a variety of skills. The
current Senior Team includes:
Trustees:
Nicholas Cranfield – Chair
Jackie McHale – Treasurer
Philip Crosbie – Secretary
Emily Farmer – Head of Fundraising
Paul Verrico – Head of Research

As well as the small group of Trustees, the charity is supported by a wealth of volunteer
talent, including formal positions:
Alice Smithson – Advertising and Marketing
Katie Dent – Media
Naomi Watkins – Counselling
Derek Longden – Volunteers
Claire Skeet – Finance and Fundraising
Cheryl Moorhouse and Rachel Grattage – Events
Amber Sanderson – Alternative Therapies
Jason Mounter – Web Support (JJ-Solutions.com)

If you would like to assist the charity in any way possible, please get in touch using the details at
the end of this report. We would love to hear from you.
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CORPORATE ALLIANCES
We have the privilege of working with a number of organisations that help us achieve our
objectives. We wish to say a massive ‘thank you’ to all of them. Over the last year, these
organisations have included:

Band of Builders
A fantastic group of individuals led by Addam Smith. Something
that turned from a fundraising initiative into a movement. The
group began when Addam sought to support a colleague with
terminal cancer, Keith.
Working with Team Verrico, Addam and his team of volunteers renovated Keith’s house as a
surprise. The project received a great amount of attention. Whilst Keith sadly passed away
in March 2017, the Band of Builders continues to do fantastic work for those facing tough
times.
We look forward to seeing what they do next and are excited to work with them where
opportunities arise.

Scunthorpe United FC
A long-time supporter of Team Verrico, we were welcomed back
again to hold a bucket rattle on 30 April 2017. This event also gave
us the opportunity to spread awareness about the charity and
ensure that supporters visiting Glanford Park were wearing Team
Verrico bracelets. We also had the opportunity to catch up with
mascot, Scunny Bunny, who has supported the charity since the
beginning.

We look forward to our next bucket rattle at the end of the 2017/18 season.
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Baths Hall, Scunthorpe

For those that have attended our annual Team Verrico
Ball, you will appreciate how special the venue is. It has
been fantastic to have the support of the team at the
Baths Hall in putting together the Ball each year, which is
going from strength to strength.

Sainsbury’s Scunthorpe
This year marked the end of a
fantastic partnership as Sainsbury’s
Scunthorpe’s nominated charity. As
well as having the opportunity to
raise aware during in-store
promotions, we also had the support
of the fantastic Sainsbury’s staff and
their ideas for fundraising events in
the store, and beyond.

Eversheds Sutherland
Four of our Trustees have worked for Eversheds Sutherland and the law
firm continues to provide support to Team Verrico. Many fundraising
efforts by employees have been matched by the firm’s Charity
Foundation. Team Verrico has also been invited to raise awareness
and funds at the firm’s various events, including its Yorkshire’s Finest
Event.
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IN THE MEDIA
As well as fundraising, one of the key objectives of the last year has been to raise awareness
of the charity, so that we can reach more families that may need our support.
Media exposure over the last year has included:
BBC Radio Humberside
Becca McKenna spoke to the radio station about the work of Team Verrico.

Scunthorpe Telegraph, The Epworth Bells and The
Gainsborough Standard
All three newspapers have run articles focusing on the
work of Team Verrico and its fundraisers and have
increased the charity’s exposure and its ability to reach
those in need.

BBC Radio 5 Live
Founder of Team Verrico, Paul Verrico, was invited to speak about the Widowed Parent’s
Allowance in March 2017. Paul was also consulted on a BBC documentary about the
challenges faced by widowers.
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WHAT WE DO WITH YOUR MONEY
It is vital that we use as much of your donations as possible to pursue the key objectives of
Team Verrico. By not taking any salaries and minimising administrative costs, we seek to
ensure that as much money raised goes towards great causes.

Research
We received a number of requests for research grants and assessed them as a Trustee team
to consider their merits, as well as whether they fit within the objectives of the charity. We
were delighted to make two research grants:
University of Brighton – A grant was made to Dr Melanie Flint’s research team, and this
allowed them to appoint a dedicated research resource to continue work on their Triple
Negative Breast Cancer project.
University of Sheffield – A grant was also made to University of Sheffield to further assist with
cancer research projects. The University has been a close ally of Team Verrico throughout its
existence.

Support
The charity regularly receives requests for support through its website, social media outlets,
or through recommendations and word-of-mouth. The requests for support evidence the
impact that cancer can have on families, and how your support can make a massive
difference:

Practical – requests for mobility assistance, as well as assistance with travel and
childcare costs whilst undergoing cancer treatment;
Medical – arranging for second opinions and consultations for those diagnosed with
cancer; and
Emotional – we provide a counselling service for those diagnosed with cancer, and
family members who may also be affected.
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HOW WE RAISE MONEY
Since the inception of the charity, it has amazed us as to how ingenious and varied people
are when it comes to fundraising. Team Verrico fundraising started with running, and this
remains the backbone of our efforts, but there is so much more that good people have done.
Perhaps the below will give you some ideas?

Running
Runners branded with ‘Team Verrico’ have appeared across England and Wales in bright
pink outfits. Runners have been seen at the Brighton Marathon, Great North Run, Lincoln
Half Marathon, Cardiff Marathon and the London Marathon.
In the midst of these fantastic efforts are two particular events that should be recognised.
Anna Verrico Half Marathon – September 2016
This event may be viewed as the ‘home’ of the charity’s fundraising efforts, when Anna was
able to take part during her treatment for cancer. Every year now sees a sea of pink heading
around the Isle of Axholme.
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Zoe Bainbridge – A year of marathons
‘Marathon Queen’ Zoe Bainbridge completed 12 marathons
across the world in 12 months in support of Team Verrico. The
epic calendar of events finished with the Great Wall of China
Marathon.
Zoe represents the worldwide spread of Team Verrico runners,
which has included others running as far afield as Amsterdam,
Barcelona and New York.

Other Ideas
Noel Bradley - Thirties Child
Proving that fundraising does not necessarily have
to involve physical feats, the charity was delighted to
be involved with the book ‘Thirties Child’, written by
Noel Bradley and published by Jane Moffett. We
were honoured that a percentage of revenue from
each book sold was donated to Team Verrico.

Brooke McKenna
Brooke has been a fantastic fundraiser for Team Verrico, and
we look forward to seeing what she does next. We would
suggest the highlight this year was having her hair chopped off
by David Essex OBE and donating it to The Little Princess
Trust.
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It is a mark of the diversity and imagination of our supporters that we simply cannot list every
fundraising event within this report. Please keep visiting our social media platforms and
website for the latest news on what people have been doing. Some of the highlights are
included below.
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THE BACK PAGE
We hope that this report helps you understand what we do, why we do it, and how we are
able to achieve our aims.

The charity’s mission is to achieve the following;
To support research into new treatments and ways of diagnosing responses to
treatment of cancer, especially Triple Negative breast cancer, as well as supporting
research into the challenges faced by long term survivors of the disease as a result of
the physical and psychological consequences of the diagnosis and treatments.
To promote and protect the physical and mental health of sufferers and their families of
particularly lethal medical conditions, especially Triple Negative breast cancer, in
England and Wales through the provision of financial assistance, support and practical
advice.
To advance the education of the general public in all areas relating to the Triple
Negative breast cancer condition.

Get Involved
If you would like to get involved then please use one of the following outlets:
Website: www.teamverrico.org
Facebook: Teamverrico
Twitter: @TeamVerrico
Get Support
If you need support, please visit our website, where you will find all the information required to
make an application.

“Never EVER Give Up”
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